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Abstract
Usually information from early eras such as reheating is hard to come by. In this paper
we argue that, given the right circumstances, right-handed sterile neutrinos decaying to
left-handed active ones at relatively late times can carry information from reheating by
propagating freely over the thermal history. For not too small mixing angles, suitable
right-handed neutrino masses are around O( MeV − GeV). We identify the typical spectra
and argue that they provide information on the ratio of the inflaton mass to the reheating
temperature. This primordial neutrino signal can be strong enough that it can be detected
in IceCube. More speculatively, for a reheating temperature and inflaton mass satisfying
TR = O(1 − 100) MeV, and mφ = O(1016−19 ) GeV they may even explain the observed PeV
events. Also more general relativistic dark particles can play the role of such messengers,
potentially not only allowing for the PeV events but also alleviating the H0 -tension.
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Introduction

Explaining the flatness and homogeneity, but also providing the small inhomogeneities that
seed structure formation, inflation [1–5] is widely accepted as a central phase in the evolution of
the Universe. Inflation ends with the decay of the inflaton, reheating the Universe and thereby
starting the thermal history. Cosmological observations, e.g. by the Planck satellite [6], agree
well with this scenario. However, up to now, there is still very little direct experimental or
observational evidence of details of the reheating era. Since after the reheating the Universe
is hot and dense, any information is lost by the 2nd law of thermodynamics unless there is a
weakly-coupled messenger. A good messenger should freely travel over the thermal history and
reach Earth at the speed of light. Then information about reheating can be experimentally
accessed through its spectrum.
An important example of a messenger that survives from inflation are gravitational waves.
They could provide information on the pre-heating phase after inflation which can feature
parametric resonances, bubble formation or objects such as oscillons giving rise to gravitational
waves, cf., e.g. [7–16]. The frequency and spectra of the gravitational waves depend on the
shape of the inflaton potential and inflaton couplings, the graviton can thus be a messenger of
the (p)reheating.
Another important option is that reheating from the decays of moduli in large volume
models of the axiverse can provide a large amount of dark radiation composed of relativistic
axion-like particles [17–20]. Through the gravitational interaction, the cosmic microwave background (CMB) and the baryonic acoustic oscillations can be affected, allowing for a test of this
possibility. Moreover, the energy spectrum of these axion-like particles is linked to the masses
of the moduli responsible [19]. If the coupling to photons is sufficiently strong the axion-like
particles may even be visible in IAXO [21]. Its measurement could therefore be a direct probe
of reheating [19, 21].1
In spirit our approach is the same as the scenario where moduli decay into axion-like particles [17–21]. However, instead of axion-like particles we study the possibility that neutrinos
or other relativistic and sufficiently dark particles act as suitable messengers. We show that
these particles, produced from inflaton (or modulus) decays, can propagate to the present Universe without being scattered by the ambient thermal plasma. Thereby they can carry the
information about reheating until today, and can be tested from ground-based experiments. In
particular we discuss that “primordial” neutrinos from reheating can reach Earth in a simple
renormalizable model with a right-handed neutrino in the mass range of O( MeV − GeV). We
identify the typical spectra and discuss the testability in experiments for cosmic-ray neutrinos. The spectrum then can give information on the mass of the inflaton in relation to the
temperature at the time of its decay.
Such a scenario could be within reach. For example, when the inflaton mass, mφ and
reheating temperature, TR , satisfy mφ = O(1016−19 ) GeV, and TR = O(1 MeV − 1 GeV), the
primordial neutrino may even explain the PeV events in IceCube. A boosted sterile neutrino
can also be a messenger of reheating and explains the PeV events through its decay to energetic
neutrinos. Since the relativistic component can contribute to the dark radiation with ∆Neff =
1

Reheating may also be probed in the laboratory by searching for light inflatons in accelerator based experiments. The decay in such an experiment is through the same process relevant for reheating and would in this
way be a test of this period in the evolution of the Universe [22–24]. That said, this only tests for the existence of
a suitable particle and does not directly show that this process was realized during the evolution of the Universe.
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O(0.1), the H0 -tension can be alleviated simultaneously.
A general stable messenger is also discussed, including the relevant condition for it to travel
freely until today, as well as the experimental event rates it could generate. Indeed it may even
be possible that the same particle that acts as a stable messenger may, produced differently,
simultaneously plays the role of the dominant dark matter (DM).
Cosmic-rays of neutrinos and boosted DM from heavy long-lived particle decays in late
epochs have been discussed in various contexts [25–37]. Most of them consider the production
of high energy neutrinos and weakly coupled particles from the decay of DM today. However, the
authors of Refs. [27,30] also consider a heavy particle decaying to neutrinos at a time later than
a redshift of 106 . For larger redshift, the Universe is opaque to the neutrinos carrying energy
greater than PeV scales today (see the discussion in [30] where this case has been investigated).
In this paper we mostly focus on decays that happen before a red-shift of 106 . In particular
we view the neutrinos or some highly boosted DM particle as a messenger of the “reheating
phase” originating from the decays of a heavy, non-relativistic inflaton decaying before bigbang nucleosynthesis (BBN). The main phenomenological difference from the previous works
are the spectra and the angular dependence. In particular, cosmic-rays from non-relativistic
DM decaying today tend to come from the galactic center or other concentrations of DM. In
contrast, in our case the decays happen very early (before BBN). Therefore, they are almost
isotropic with O(10−5 ) anisotropies linked to those in the CMB.
To have a concrete scenario we consider the inflaton to decay into right-handed neutrinos
which, at a later time, decay to active neutrinos. This allows the energetic active neutrinos to
reach Earth without being scattered and to have a theoretical consistent inflaton coupling. The
subsequent decays of the boosted right-handed neutrinos to active ones then provide typical
spectra, which are different from those obtained in the previous works mentioned above for
other situations.
Let us briefly outline our plan for the paper. In the next section we discuss a model for
reheating, and determine the parameter region where primordial neutrinos from reheating can
reach Earth. In Sec. 3 we obtain the primordial neutrino flux and investigate its phenomenology.
In Sec. 4, the flux and phenomenology of more general relativistic dark particles originating from
inflaton decays are discussed. The last section is devoted to a short discussion and conclusions.

2

Primordial neutrinos from inflaton decays

If a decay product of the inflaton, φ, which we take as a real scalar field, is sufficiently weakly
coupled to the thermal bath of standard model (SM) particles, its energy distribution and
therefore its spectrum may be preserved until today. The spectrum can then carry information
about the reheating phase. As a concrete example, we study the situation that energetic (righthanded) neutrinos from inflaton decays reach Earth. We focus on high energy neutrinos for
two main reasons. First, there exists a large volume detector, IceCube [38], suitable for their
detection. Second, the background flux of very highly energetic cosmic-ray neutrinos is less
than that in the lower energy range.

2.1

Reheating and production of neutrinos

Let us first discuss reheating from the decay of a heavy inflaton, φ, with mass mφ . In Appendix A, we review models for successful inflation and investigate conditions for the absence
3

of tunings introduced by the interactions given below in (2.1).
Introducing a right-handed neutrino, N , we can generate a mass term for the neutrino e.g.
via the see-saw mechanism [39–43]. This provides a suitable particle for our inflaton to decay
to. Then the most general renormalizable Lagrangian with leptons is
2
λp 2 2 mφ 2
1
c
2
L = − (MN + λδφ)N̄ N − yhN̄ P̂L L − Aδφ|h| − δφ |h| −
δφ + · · ·
(2.1)
2
2
2
where L a left-handed lepton doublet, and h the Higgs doublet. (λ, y, A, λp ) are couplings. In
particular they include the neutrino Yukawa coupling y, MN is the right-handed neutrino mass,
and · · · indicate self-interaction terms for δφ, and the interactions amongst SM particles. We
have defined δφ ≡ φ − hφi so that δφ = 0 is the minimum of the potential where hφi is the
vacuum expectation value of φ. Here and hereafter, for simplicity, we consider only a single
flavor of leptons, unless otherwise stated. Our analysis can be easily extended to the multi-flavor
case.
After inflation, φ starts to oscillate around the potential minimum. The oscillation energy dominates the energy density of the Universe. During the oscillation, the inflaton decays
dominantly to

with the decay

φ → N N,

(2.2)

φ → hh,

(2.3)

rates2 ,
Γφ→hh '

A2
,
πmφ

(2.4)

λ2
mφ .
(2.5)
4π
In both cases, for simplicity, we have taken the massless limit of the decay products. The total
decay is the sum,
Γφ ≈ Γφ→N N + Γφ→hh .
(2.6)
Γφ→N N '

It reheats the Universe3 to a temperature of the order of,

−1/4
p
g? π 2
TR ≡
Γφ Mpl ,
90

(2.7)

where g? is the number of relativistic degrees of freedom (for which we use the values from
Ref. [44]). For instance, if the dominant decay is via the coupling A, i.e. Γφ→N N  Γφ→hh ↔
λ  A/mφ , we obtain4



Mpl 1/2
A
TR ∼ 300 MeV
.
(2.8)
1 GeV
mφ
Even if the inflaton is as heavy as mφ ∼ Mpl , the reheating temperature can be low for small A.
This hierarchy between TR and mφ can be accommodated in certain models (see Appendix A).
2
In the decay rate to the Higgs bosons we include the contributions of the Goldstone bosons. This approximately takes into account decays into longitudinal gauge bosons.
3
We neglect the effect from parametric/tachyonic growth since the order parameter for a broad resonance,
q ≡ A2 ρφ /m6φ , is highly suppressed in our parameter space under consideration (see, e.g., Ref. [14] for the case
of parametric/tachyonic resonance for the φ|h|2 coupling).
4
With mφ  TR , a baryon asymmetry production with higher dimensional terms, such as an neutronantineutron oscillation term, can be enhanced [45].
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2.2

Propagating neutrinos from φ decays

Let us discuss the conditions under which a boosted neutrino from inflaton decays travels freely
to Earth. The neutrinos carrying the information from reheating originate from a two step
process,
φ → N N → νν + · · · .
(2.9)
It is known that SM particles with an energy around ∼ mφ can be thermalized with mφ 
TR & 1 MeV through a “bottom-up” thermalization
[46–48] (see also Refs. [49, 50]), where the
q
slowest splitting process has a rate ∼ 10−4 TR3 /mφ , which is much faster than the expansion
of the Universe for TR  mφ . Mpl . Therefore h from φ → hh are soon thermalized. In the
remainder of the paper, we assume
Γφ→N N . Γφ→hh ,

(2.10)

and use that the SM particles are thermalized promptly.
Survival of the signal I: No scattering of N Since the SM particles can be thermalized
promptly around the last stage of the reheating, the Universe features an ambient plasma of
SM particles when H . Γφ . In the case φ decays into an N pair, N should rarely scatter with
the ambient plasma in order to propagate. It should also not decay too soon after the reheating
otherwise the products of the SM particles would be thermalized. In the phase with broken
electroweak symmetry, i.e. when the temperature of the thermal bath is T  100 GeV, N
mixes with the active neutrino ν with a mixing angle
θ≡

yv
,
MN

(2.11)

where v ≈ 174 GeV is the Higgs vacuum expectation value. N interacts with the plasma less
frequently than a neutrino does since |θ| will turn out to be  1.
A typical interaction rate of N can be calculated, for instance, from a t-channel scattering
mediated by a W-boson as in Fig. 1. The cross section can be approximated by
Z
dt
W
2
2
σscat,N ∼ θ × 4πα2
∼ GF θ2 g22 .
(2.12)
2
2
mW,Z t
Here we cut off the integral by using the weak boson mass. This cross section is suppressed by
θ2 compared to the SM neutrino’s cross section. The scattering rate is obtained as
W
Γscat
N ∼ σscat,N × nth .

(2.13)

This places a clear constraint on the mixing because if this happens soon after reheating
the produced SM leptons would soon be thermalized and loose all information (cf. Fig. 1).
The
that a sufficient number of N survive is given by ΓN
scat . 4H ≡
p condition that2 ensures
5
2
4 g? (T )π /90 × T /Mpl . If this is fulfilled, N propagates freely until its decay. As a result,
5

Here we have compared the last two terms of the Boltzmann equation dρN /dt + 4HρN + Γscat
N ρN = 0, where
ρN is the energy density of N . By solving the Boltzmann equations including the ones for ρφ and the SM
2
radiation, we have checked that ρN ≈ (5 − 10)% × Bφ→N N × 3Mpl
H 2 remains when 4H = Γscat
is set at T = TR .
N
The fraction of 5 − 10% depends on TR ≈ {1 MeV − 1 GeV}.
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Fig. 1: Relevant diagram for the thermalization of N .
the Universe is transparent for the energetic N if
−5

θ . 3 × 10



g? (TR )
11

1/4 r

5 MeV
,
TR

(2.14)

where we take T = TR in the previous inequality since ΓN
scat decreases faster than H due
to the expansion. There is also resonant production of Z, W when the energy EN satisfies
EN ∼ m2Z,W /T . The cross section for this is of the order of (2.12), and so the inclusion of this
effect does not qualitatively change our conclusion. When TR  100 GeV in the symmetric
phase, N can loose its energy through the Higgs exchange process of N + t → t + ν etc. The
corresponding scattering rate of N with the thermal plasma can be calculated to be (c.f. [51])
scat,EW
ΓN
∼

9yt2 y 2 T 2
.
64π 3 EN

(2.15)

This decreases as ∝ a−1 which is slower than the decrease of the Hubble parameter. By
with 4H at T = 100 GeV we find that the sterile neutrino can propagate
comparing Γscat,EW
N
freely until T ∼ 100 GeV from any TR  100 GeV fulfilling,
r
EN
y . 0.3
,
(2.16)
14
10 GeV
where EN is the energy of N at T ∼ 100 GeV. In particular, if θ . 10−8 to satisfy (2.14)
at T . 102 GeV and if MN is small enough, Eq. (2.16) can be easily satisfied. Therefore, in
principle, the neutrino can be a messenger with TR  100 GeV. However, as we will see, the
messenger would have too low energy today from Eq. (2.20), given that mφ < 1019 GeV, and N
cannot satisfy the see-saw relation (cf. Fig. 2). Therefore, we will mainly discuss TR  100 GeV
and N fulfilling condition (2.14) in this section.
6

N decay If the Universe is transparent to it, N remains energetic until late times. However,
we also have to consider possible decays of N . The decay rate in cosmic time i.e. including the
relativistic γ-factor MN /EN , is
 2
y MN


(MN  100 GeV)


8π
MN
decay
ΓN
≈
×
.
(2.17)

EN
2 M5

G

 Cdecay F N θ2 (MN  100 GeV)
192π 3
In the first row, we give the decay rate to a Higgs doublet and a lepton doublet, and in the
second the rate into leptons or hadrons via mixing. Cdecay [MN ] = O(1 − 10) parametrizes the
sum of the various available hadronic channels depending on the mass scale of MN [52, 53]. In
particular, when 1 MeV . MN . 140 MeV the hadronic decays are forbidden and we obtain
Cdecay ≈ 2 − 2.3 depending on the flavor that N mixes with. For MN . 1 MeV, the decays
to electrons are forbidden and Cdecay ≈ 2 independent of the flavor with which it mixes [54].
When the decay of N happens at the radiation dominant epoch, one obtains the production
temperature of the active neutrino from the condition Γdecay
∼ 4H,6
N
TN ∼ 2 eV ·

1/3
Cdecay



MN
1 GeV

2 

θ
10−6

2/3 

106 GeV
0
EN

1/3
.

(2.18)

0 is today’s energy corresponding to E if N would not decay defined by
Here EN
N
0
EN
≡

EN
,
(1 + z)

(2.19)

where z is the red-shift. This satisfies
0
EN

8

' 2 × 10 GeV



11
gs? (TR )

1/3 

1 MeV
TR



mφ
Mpl


,

(2.20)

where gs? counts the relativistic degrees of freedom for the entropy density. If we require
mφ . 1019 GeV, and TR & O(1) MeV for the BBN bound [55–61], the maximum energy is
predicted to be 108 − 109 GeV. This will be the typical energy for the experimental events. It
is noteworthy that the energy carries the information on the ratio mφ /TR .
The condition that N decays before today can be obtained by solving
0 ] & (13.8Gyr)−1 . This yields,
Γdecay
[EN
N
0
0 max
EN
. EN
≡ 108 GeV Cdecay



MN
0.1 GeV

6 

θ
10−7

2
,

(2.21)

for EN  MN , and MN  100 GeV. We will see below that, if the decay happens at late
enough time, the active neutrinos travel until today. In the next section 4, we will study
0 ] . (13.8Gyr)−1 , i.e. most of the N , produced during the
the phenomenology with Γdecay
[EN
N
reheating, survive until today.
6

Again the factor of 4 comes from the Boltzmann equation for the relativistic N . At T = TN , around 74% of
N have decayed.
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Fig. 2: Parameter region where primordial neutrinos produced in inflaton decays reach Earth
without being scattered by the thermal plasma. We fix Cscat = 1, Cdecay = 3. The black
0 , that the right-handed neutrino would have today. (We note that
lines indicate the energy, EN
0 ∼ 108 GeV require, φ to have a mass above the Planck scale, cf. (2.20)).
energies above EN
The region is restricted by the conditions of free-propagation of N [below the blue dashed lines
0 smaller than the contour value,
for TR = 1 MeV and 100 MeV], N decays until today [EN
right to the blue shaded region], and absence of cascade of ν from the decay of N [left to the
red shaded region]. Also shown is the “see-saw relation” by the purple band corresponding
to θ2 MN = [0.009 − 0.05] eV. The accelerator bounds obtained in [62–64], using data from
PS191 [65], CHARM [66], TRIUMF [67, 68], and NA62 [64] are shown as the green-shaded
region. The future reach [62, 69] of accelerator experiments are LBNE [69] [red solid line],
MATSUSLA200 [70] [grean solid line], FASER2 [71] [yellow solid line], CODEX-b [72] [orange
dotted line] and SHiP [73] [blue dotted line].
Survival of the signal II: No scattering of ν The N decay produces active neutrinos at
an O(1) branching fraction. The active neutrino today carries the kinetic energy
0
Eν = O(0.1 − 1) × EN
.

(2.22)

If it interacts frequently with the thermal bath, there would be a cascade of SM interactions
including weak interactions. The interactions set a cutoff for Eν as a function of the time scale
for N decays. Turned around, if the neutrino is produced late enough or with low enough
energy it can reach Earth freely.
8

When the decay takes place after electron – positron annihilation, the neutrino mostly
interacts with the cosmic neutrino background. The cross section of the neutrino-(anti)neutrino
scattering is given as
Cscat 2 2
σνν =
GF Ecm (Ecm  mZ )
(2.23)
π
where Cscat = O(1 − 10) accounts for uncertainties inherent in the hadronic processes. The
2 ∼ 2E max[T , m ], with the cosmic neutrino background tempercenter-of-mass energy is Ecm
ν
ν
ν
ature Tν ≈ (4/11)1/3 T .7 The scattering rate of the neutrino is given as
2
Γscat
∼ σνν × nν ∼ Cscat G2F Ecm
ν

Tν3
.
π3

(2.24)

The Universe is opaque to neutrinos if Γscat
& 4H after the decay of N . Since Γν decreases
ν
faster than H, it is enough to compare the rates at the time when N decays. This sets a cutoff
energy of Eν in terms of TN


1 eV 3
−1
8
Eν . 10 GeV Cscat
.
(2.25)
TN
0 ∼ 10 E , one can derive a condition for ν to
By inserting TN from Eq. (2.18) and taking EN
ν
reach Earth,

3
−1/2 1 GeV
−5
θ . 10 (Cdecay Cscat )
.
(2.26)
MN
0 . This condition is justified when N decays in the radiation dominated
This is independent of EN
era. However if we take mφ . 1019 GeV and TR & 1 MeV this is nearly automatically fulfilled
since Eq. (2.20) almost fulfills the inequality (2.25) with TN = 1 eV.8

Primordial neutrinos reaching Earth In Fig. 2, we show the parameter region where the
active neutrinos originating from the inflaton decays can reach Earth. This summarizes the
following conditions: rare energy loss of N (2.14) [below blue dashed lines for TR = 1 MeV and
0 smaller than the contour value], rare scattering of produced ν
100 MeV], N decays (2.21) [EN
(2.26) [left to red shaded region]. Here we have fixed Cscat = 1 and Cdecay = 3.
We also show the see-saw relation by using the mass scales from neutrino oscillation experiments as the purple band corresponding to θ2 MN = [0.009 − 0.05] eV. We recall that one can
go above and below the purple band by considering approximate lepton number conservation
(by introducing more than 1 flavor) and the possibility that N gives the mass to the lightest
active neutrino which can be lighter than the mass scale indicated by neutrino oscillations,
0 & E 0max , we can have active neutrinos from a decaying N (see
respectively. Also, even if EN
N
sec. 4.1.).
Furthermore we adopt the accelerator bounds from [62–64] for the case θ = θe as a comparison [green shaded region], whereas the future reach [62, 69] of various experiments are shown
7

We do not consider processes with Ecm & mZ since the required energy is greater than the cutoff energy
from the non-resonant scattering. However the processes become important if the late decay of N produce very
energetic neutrinos. This does not happen in the parameter range, TR & 1 MeV, mφ . 1019 GeV.
8
0
We can consider the late-time scalar decays to N N , in which case we may have EN
 109 GeV. In this late
0
time decay scenario, the bound on θ can be alleviated by an order of magnitude for EN
 1014 GeV. When
0
14
EN ∼ 10 GeV, however, there is no parameter region left due to the Z-resonance effect mentioned in footnote. 7.

9

as colored lines (see figure caption for details on the experimental data). We also note that
when MN ∼ O(100) MeV, the N enhances the neutrinoless double beta decay rate [63, 74–76]
(not shown in the figure). Although the rate calculations, especially nuclear matrix elements,
suffer from large uncertainties, this may give a strong hint for the scenario when the decay is
0 . 108−9 GeV
discovered in the future. We notice again that there is an implicit constraint of EN
from mφ . 1019 GeV and TR & 1 MeV.
Consequently, we find that the active neutrinos originating from the inflaton decays can
reach Earth without losing their energy by ways other than the red-shift. This is a central
result of our paper.
Finally, let us make two comments. First, right-handed neutrinos with momenta around
T are not produced significantly from the scattering between the thermal plasma since the
constraint (2.14) restricts the thermal production rate. Thus the bounds from the BBN and
CMB for the low energy modes of N given, e.g., in Ref. [54] are highly alleviated and we do
not consider them in this paper. Second, although we have focused on φ as an inflaton or a
modulus, we can also consider φ as any scalar or fermion that is non-relativistic and decays
at the temperature T = TR . Our conclusion does not change even if φ does not dominate the
Universe, in which case we could have a decay temperature smaller than MeV.

3

Probing primordial neutrinos

Let us consider the active neutrino flux originating from the φ decays.
As a first step, we can consider the differential flux of N with y = 0, i.e. without decays.
By taking into account the red-shift, this is given by
Z
0
Γφ→N N t0 0 scat
d2 ΦN
0
−3 dEN
0
=
dt
r
n
(t
)(1
+
z)
(3.1)
φ
N
0
0 JN (EN ).
4π
dΩdEN
dE
tR
N
0
scat ∼ −Γscat /4H|
Here, log rN
T =TR as a function of EN quantifies the survival probability from
N
scat = 1 for y = 0), and E 0 = (1 + z)E 0 is the N energy
N -scattering with the thermal bath (rN
N
N
−3
just after the decay. (1 + z) represents the dilution of the flux due to the cosmic expansion.
The decay rate of φ to N N is related to the total decay width Γφ via

Γφ→N N = Bφ→N N Γφ ,

(3.2)

where Bφ→N N is defined as the branching ratio. The spectrum of the monochromatic N produced by a φ decay is given by
JN (E) ≡ 2δ(E −

mφ
).
2

(3.3)

The number density of φ at the cosmic time t is,
nφ (t) ≡ rφ

g? [Tφ ]π 2 Tφ4 (1 + z)3 −tΓ
e φ .
30mφ (1 + zφ )3

(3.4)

Here zφ is the red-shift at the time when φ decays and T = Tφ is the corresponding temperature
defined in Eq. (2.7). rφ represents the fraction of the energy density of φ of the total energy of
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the Universe just before the decay. If φ dominates the Universe rφ ≈ 1, we can identify Tφ as
the reheating temperature
TR = Tφ [if rφ ≈ 1].
(3.5)
rφ ≈ 1 corresponds to the case that we have focused on so far, i.e. where φ is the inflaton.
However, as already mentioned our analysis also applies to the case that φ is a non-relativistic
subdominant component of Universe with rφ  1 and TR replaced with Tφ .
The red-shift parameter z is related to cosmic time t by
dt
1
=
.
(3.6)
dz
(1 + z)H
p
At small red shift H is taken as H = H0 ΩM (1 + z)3 + Ωr (1 + z)4 + ΩΛ to take into account
the effect from matter and dark energy. H0 ' 1.4 × 10−42 GeV is the present Hubble constant,
and ΩM ' 0.32, ΩΛ ' 0.68, and Ωr ' 9.2 × 10−5 denote the density parameter of matter, the
cosmological constant and radiation, respectively
q [77]. For T > 1 keV, the Hubble parameter

2 so that the entropy release from
is obtained from the previous definition H = g? π 2 T 4 /90Mpl
the decoupling of the SM particles is taken into account.
d2 Φ
In a next step we can convert the N flux, dΩdE
with y = 0, into the neutrino flux with
N
y 6= 0. Let us consider, for simplicity, a situation where N mostly mixes with the electron
neutrino, θ ≈ θe .9 We then have the three body decay process

N → νXY

(3.7)

where XY = e− e+ , ν̄ν. For 1 MeV  MN < 140 MeV, i.e. below the pion mass scale and
above the electron mass scale, hadronic channels are kinematically forbidden and we obtain
Cdecay ≈ 2.3 for the three body processes. The branching fraction to electrons in this case is
BN →νe− e+ ≈ 0.11, and all those decay channels involve a neutrino. By imposing the “see-saw
relation” θ2 MN = [0.009 − 0.05] eV, we find that the scenario can be consistent with TR .
10 − 100 MeV in Fig. 2. Moreover, the reheating temperature can be higher if N corresponds
to the lightest active neutrino. The distribution of the neutrino energy can be estimated as,
P [x] ≈ −18.2x2 (x − 1.21)

(3.8)

in the rest frame of N , where x = 2Eνrest /MN . We take this as the typical energy distribution
of ν and neglect other corrections. In the boosted frame, EN  MN , one obtains
0 x
Eν ' EN
(1 + cos Θ),
(3.9)
2
where Θ is the angle between the direction of ν and the boosted direction in the rest frame of
N . The neutrino flux is,
Z
0
2
d2 Φν
decay dEN d ΦN
= BN →νXY
dEN rN
(3.10)
0 ,
dΩdEν
dEν dΩdEN
where

0
dEN
=
dEν

Z

1

Z
d cos[Θ]

−1

0

1


1 
x
0
dx δ Eν − (1 + cos[Θ])EN
P [x],
2
2

9

(3.11)

This assumption is not crucial in deriving our conclusions including the shape of flux. Indeed, as we will
see, the decay channel involving electrons provides only for a ∼ 10% effect.
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Fig. 3: The N flux [black] by taking y = 0 (i.e. the N are not decayed) and ν flux [red]
scat B
−7 [black] and
from φ decays. Here mφ = 6 × 1017 GeV, TR = 10 MeV. rφ rN
Φ→N N = 10
−7 [red] are taken.
scat r decay B
rφ rN
Φ→N N BN →νXY = 10
N
decay
and BN →νXY is the decay branching ratio of N to νXY , which is ≈ 1 for our case, rN
decay
× 13.8 Gyr.
) ∼ −Γdecay
represents the fraction of N that decays. It satisfies log (1 − rN
N
Notice that we have neglected the scattering between a produced neutrino and the cosmic
neutrino background. In the mass range MN < 140 MeV this is justified from Fig. 2.10
In Fig. 3, we show the differential flux of ν [red] and N [black] from φ decays for a simple
benchmark point. As the red line corresponds to the daughter ν of the N due to the N → νXY
decay it peaks at somewhat lower energies. The larger area of the red curve arises from the
fact that XY can be ν̄ν and therefore on average more than one neutrino is produced in each
decay.
In Fig. 4, we depict the predicted neutrino flux originating from the φ decays with TR =
scat and
10 MeV, rφ = 1 and different masses. In this part we ignore the energy dependence of rN
decay
rN
and take
scat decay
rN
, rN
≈ 1.
(3.12)

This is justified as long as the parameter values are away from the boundaries of the constraints
10

In the presence of scattering we must take into account of the cascade of neutrinos which depends on the
decay rate of Γdecay
. When MN is much larger than the cascade limit in Fig. 2, the spectrum (cf., e.g., Ref [30])
N
has a typical energy as a function of the timescale at which N decays.
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Fig. 4: Primordial neutrino flux. mφ = [2 × 1016 , 6 × 1017 , 2 × 1019 ] GeV and B = [4, 1.5, 1] ×
10−7 for black, red, and blue lines from left to right, respectively. The red dashed line may
scat B
be consistent with alleviating the H0 -tension (see Sec. 4.1), where rφ rN
N →νXY Bφ→N N =
17
−8
0.1, mφ = 6 × 10 , MN = 7.5 MeV, θ = 4 × 10 , Cdecay = 2.3. In this case only a small
fraction of the N have decayed by today. The spectra do not change much when altering TR
while keeping mφ /TR and B fixed. The error bars are data points and upper limits observed at
1σ [79]. The gray shaded region may be excluded at the 2σ level [80]. For comparison we also
show a possible GZK flux taken from Ref. [78].
in Fig. 2. For convenience we introduce the quantity,
scat decay
B ≡ rφ rN
rN Bφ→N N BN →νXY ,

(3.13)

which represents the amount of the neutrino density originating from φ decays. The solid lines
are for mφ = [2 × 1016 , 6 × 1017 , 2 × 1019 ] GeV and B = [4, 1.5, 1] × 10−7 from left to right. The
red dashed line indicates a parameter choice suitable to explain the H0 -tension as discussed
in Sec. 4.1. For comparison the red dotted line gives a prediction for the expected flux of
Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) neutrinos from [78]. We can see that this is still comparable
or even a bit smaller, allowing for a relatively clean signal from our messenger neutrinos from
reheating. The constraints from the IceCube experiment [79, 80] are shown in grey and the
crosses denote further measured data points. We find that for 1 TeV < Eν < 109 GeV the
scenario can be consistent with the current observation and limits on the neutrino flux as long
as B . 10−7 − 10−8 . Moreover, the data in the PeV region could perhaps even be explained by
the “primordial” neutrino as a remnant of the reheating.
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For mφ ∼ 1019 GeV with TR ∼ O(1 − 10) MeV, the neutrino energy observed can be in a
range similar to that of the GZK neutrinos [81, 82].
Note again that in order to have the energetic primordial neutrinos today, we should introduce the right-handed neutrinos for two reasons. For us the main reason is that the energetic
(active) left-handed neutrino has a suppressed mean-free path just after the reheating, and the
mixing between right-handed and left-handed neutrinos can lead to a longer one. Secondly,
we need the inflaton to be heavy and to decay into very energetic neutrinos. For them to still
be sufficiently energetic after a long period of red-shifting, we need a suitable UV completion
to generate the neutrino masses. In this sense this is a relatively minimal model leading to
primordial neutrinos reaching Earth. It predicts the typical primordial neutrino spectra corresponding to the two-step process φ → N N → νXY. Future observation of the cosmic-ray
neutrino spectrum (especially around PeV events) can test this scenario and thus the reheating.
Other constraints Let us mention other relevant constraints on the N decays. As already
explained, if MN & 1 MeV and the mixing to the electron neutrino is non-vanishing, N can
decay to electrons. The injected energetic electrons interact with the ambient plasma, which is
constrained from the CMB and BBN. The amount of energetic electrons from the decay of N
can be characterized by the quantity
Be = rφ × Bφ→N N × BN →e+ e− ν ,

(3.14)

where BN →e+ e− ν is the N decay branching fraction to electrons and we again have taken
scat r decay = 1.
rN
N
, (including
The constraint is shown in Fig. 5 in the plane of the N life-time, τN ≡ 1/Γdecay
N
the boost factor) vs the ratio of energy density of the electrons produced at the N decays to
entropy density. The CMB and BBN constraints are derived from the references [83] and [84],
respectively. The references give constraints to the energy to entropy ratio of a non-relativistic
particles decaying into electron–positron pairs. This is different from our relativistic N decays.
However, we can directly adopt it for the constraint on ne Ee /s|t∼τN as this exhibits the same
scaling of the injected energy density. In the references, the injected energy per time at t 
1/Γdecay is ρmother Γdecay which scales as a−3 since the decay rate Γdecay is constant. Here ρmother
is the energy density of the non-relativistic particle. On the other hand, in our case, the injected
energy per time at t  τN is ρN BN →e+ e− ν Γdecay
∝ a−4 × a = a−3 . Here we have used the decay
N
rate (2.17) scaling Γdecay
∝ a. With t & τN the N energy is transferred quickly into ν and e
N
as in the non-relativistic case. Thus the constraints from the references should be useful for
us. To derive the contours we used that on average ' 11/20 of total energy of N is transferred
into the electrons when N → e+ e− ν happens. One finds that with Be . 0.001, there is a
viable parameter region depending on the life-time of N in the time scale of our interest. This
constraint may be avoided if |θ|  |θe | or if MN . 1 MeV to forbid the channel kinematically.
N or the produced neutrinos also contribute to the dark radiation which is represented as
the deviation from the effective neutrino number

1/3
11
scat
∆Neff ∼ 6rφ rN Bφ→N N
.
(3.15)
gs? (TR )4 g? (TR )−3
scat is much smaller than 1 we do not have a significant
Thus as long as rφ × Bφ→N N × rN
contribution to the ∆Neff , e.g. |∆Neff | < O(1) from a BBN bound as given, e.g., in Ref. [84]
(the implications for the CMB of ∆Neff will be discussed later).
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Fig. 5: The constraint on the decays N → νe− e+ . The horizontal axis indicates the life-time of
N , and the vertical axis gives the energy density to entropy density for the electron produced by
the N decay. The red lines show the predictions with Be = 10−1 , 10−3 , 10−5 , 10−7 , 10−9 , 10−11
from top to bottom with mφ = 1017 GeV, TR = 10 MeV, but the predictions are not sensitive
to the values of mφ and TR . The gray (orange) region is excluded due to the BBN bounds [84]
(CMB bounds [83]).
However, if ∆Neff is not too small, a constraint from the late time scattering of N becomes
relevant. Even if, according to Eq. (2.14), only a fraction of the N scatter, this can induce
noticeable effects. The scattering produces charged leptons as in Fig. 1. These energetic leptons
inject energy similar to the electrons originating from N decays. We estimate the produced
energy density of energetic electrons at t by ne Ee ∼ ρN Γscat
N /H. We impose ne Ee at any t is
smaller than the upper-bounds in Fig. 5 (again using the data from [83, 84]) at any t before the
decays of N and if Ecm  mZ,W . With this we obtain
r
0.1
−6
−5
θ . (10 − 10 )
(3.16)
∆Neff
with TN . keV. For instance, for θ = 10−5 − 10−4 , ∆Neff . 10−2 − 10−1 may be satisfied.
Parameter region for reheating We have performed a numerical analysis to clarify the
parameter region of the inflaton sector in terms from the observables of the active neutrino. In
Fig. 6, we show the contours of the peak energy of the neutrino spectrum, Eν2 dΦν /dEν . The red
points represent the region that can explain the PeV events at the 1σ level. In Fig. 7 we show
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Fig. 6: The contours of the peak energy log10 (Eνpeak / GeV) of Eν2 dΦν /dEν in mφ − TR plane.
Red points can explain the PeV events at the 1σ level observed at IceCube.
the upper limit of Eq. (3.13) from the IceCube bound and that dΦν /dEν is smaller than the
atmospheric neutrino flux [85] in the range 0.1 GeV ≤ Eν ≤ 100 GeV. We exclude the region
with B > 10−2 . There the CMB and BBN bounds given in Fig. 5 are more severe (we stress,
however, that they apply directly only in the case of mixing with the electron neutrino) and
so does the constraint on the late-time scattering of N . Consistent with the “see-saw relation”
θ2 MN = [0.009 − 0.05] eV, the PeV events can be explained by the primordial neutrinos if
mφ = O(1016−19 ) GeV and TR = O(1 MeV − 1 GeV).11

4

H0 tension, PeV events, and relativistic dark particles from
reheating

So far we have focused on active neutrinos produced in the decays of N as a possible observable.
However, the possibility of messengers from inflation can apply to more general situations.
A first option is that the N do not decay and therefore contribute a highly relativistic DM
component (one could also consider this as dark radiation). Beyond that we can of course
11

In the parameter region we have focused on, p
φ → N N → ν + · · · is suppressed compared to the decays to
hh. For this we need to fulfill the condition λ ∼ Bφ→N N A/mφ  A/mφ . Such a hierarchy may be due to a
(baryon minus) lepton number symmetry which is recovered with λ, MN → 0. In the next section we see one
can have λ ∼ A/mφ to have N as a relativistic dark particle and explain the PeV events. For other symmetry
arguments to explain the fine-tuning, see Appendix A.
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Fig. 7: Contours of log10 (Bmax ). The gray region has Bmax > 10−2 from the constraints to
neutrino flux. However, this may not be consistent with the other flux constraints in N decays
which, at least for mixing with the electron neutrino require B < 10−2 , cf. Fig. 5.
also consider the more general situation of a dark particle being produced in connection with
reheating that can serve as a messenger from this era. We will henceforth refer to all these as
relativistic dark particles (RDP).
Let us start with a heavy φ decaying to an RDP. Such an RDP may be tested from groundbased experiments such as direct detection experiments and neutrino observatories (see Ref
[86] and the references therein). This then also gives a probe of the reheating. It may be
interesting to notice that if the RDP contributes to ∆Neff = O(0.1), the H0 -tension can be
alleviated [87, 88], and also can be tested from precisely measuring the dark radiation from the
CMB and baryon acoustic oscillation experiments in the future [89–91]. The facts that the
RDPs can have sizable contributions to the energy density of the Universe and the spectra are
distinguishing features compared to the highly-boosted DM generated by SM energetic cosmicray via DM-SM particle interactions [92–94]. We will now see that we can test such RDPs also
in ground-based experiments.

4.1

Highly-boosted sterile neutrinos

For concreteness, let us consider again the Lagrangian (2.1) with N and with y or MN so small
that the (boosted) N is meta-stable, i.e. Γdecay
< (13.8 Gyr)−1 . Let us now see how we can
N
probe reheating in this case.
A typical flux of N is given as the black line in Fig. 3. In the following, let us study the
17

detection of the reheating through the sterile neutrino by considering the decays. In particular
we consider that relativistic N contribute significantly to the dark radiation with ∆Neff =
O(0.1), which is the case for λ ∼ A/mφ , and thus the H0 -tension is alleviated in the following
scenarios.
decay
A small but non-vanishing decay rate of N leads to a decay probability rN
 1. One
can estimate that

6 
2 

Z
MN
θ
5 × 106 GeV
decay
decay
0
−6
rN
≈ dtΓN [EN (1 + z)] ≈ 10 Cdecay
0
10 MeV
3 × 10−8
EN
(4.1)
0
as a function of EN . Even if N composes a significant component of the dark radiation from
decay
Eq. (3.15), one can obtain a small enough B in Eq. (3.13) (approximating rN
as a constant)
scat r B
to be consistent with the experimental bounds. For instance, even with rN
φ φ→N N = O(0.1)
and thus ∆Neff = O(0.1), this evades most of the experimental bounds. In particular, we take θ
small enough to evade the bound (3.16). This makes it difficult to satisfy the “see-saw relation”,
but N may be the sterile neutrino responsible for the mass of the lightest active neutrino.
In this case, the decay products, active neutrinos and electrons, are energetic, and would
appear as cosmic-rays. One can again constrain or test the scenario from the cosmic-ray neutrino
searches. The difference from the previous section is that N is decaying, which will cause a
0 -dependence of r decay ).
slight modification of the neutrino spectrum (see the EN
N
decay
In particular, we may still explain the PeV events if rN
= O(10−6 ) given BN →νXY ≈ 1.
The flux corresponding to this case is given as the red dashed line in Fig. 4 where MN =
scat r B
7.5 MeV, θ = 4 × 10−8 , rN
φ N →νXY Bφ→N N = 0.1 and Cdecay = 2.3 (the estimated value in
the SM when N only mixes with νe ) are fixed. mφ = 6 × 1017 GeV, TR = 10 MeV are same
as the red solid line. We find that the spectrum is slightly shifted to lower energies. This is
because N with lower energy have slightly larger decay rate due to the boost factor, and thus
more ν are produced. That said, the spectrum is almost the same as the one from the 2 step
decays in the previous section.
One may also wonder if direct scattering between N and detector particles through mixing is relevant. In the detector, the “effective” neutrino flux12 is given by dΦeff
ν /dEdΩ ≡
θ2 dΦN /dEdΩ. It has the shape of the flux of N , shown as the black line in Fig. 3, reduced
by the mixing squared. Its magnitude is ∝ ∆Neff θ2 . Taking into account the BBN and CMB
constraints, Eq. (3.16), the flux should be smaller than O(10−13 ) GeVcm−2 s−1 sr−1 at an energy
0 . This seems challenging to test in near future experiments.
around EN

4.2

General RDPs stabilized by symmetry

Up to now we have studied the flux, decay and detection of a very highly boosted very weakly
interacting particle, concretely the right-handed neutrino, originating from inflaton decays. In
particular the right-handed neutrino did not feature a conserved quantum number. Alternatively one could also imagine that the inflaton decays into particles that feature a stabilization
by a symmetry and are therefore conserved. If the couplings to the SM particles are large
12

In principle one distinguishing feature from ordinary neutrinos would be that they have a very long mean free
path in medium. They would pass Earth essentially untouched while Earth is more or less opaque to energetic
neutrinos with Eν & 106 GeV [95–98] depending on the injection angle.
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enough at lower energy, it is not necessary to have the RDP highly energetic in order to test it.
Then the reheating can be probed with a smaller mφ /TR than the focused on in the previous
sections.
While it is tempting to also use this stable particle as dark matter, this is not necessary for
most of the arguments given in the following.
Let us examine whether such an RDP can be a messenger from reheating. To this end,
suppose that the scattering cross section is given in the form
RDP
σscat
= σtoday (1 + z)−n/2

(4.2)

where σtoday is the scattering cross section per scatterer today. The
√ red-shift dependence
√ may
1/2
come from the dependence of the center-of-mass energy Ecm ∼ Em ∝ (1 + z)
or ET ∝
(1 + z) at high enough Ecm . In particular, n is typically non-negative for renormalizable
interactions at energies above the typical mediator masses. In general n can depend on the
energy regime (see Appendix B). However, for simplicity, we only consider the case where n
is constant. We also assume throughout this part that the scattering of the RDP with energy
ERDP transfers the momentum of O(ERDP ) to the scatterer.
The more relevant quantity however, would be the scattering rate in a detector today, z = 0,


Mtarget
Γdetector ∼ nRDP
σtoday
(4.3)
mtarget






σtoday
1 GeV
∆Neff
1 TeV
events Mtarget
.
≈ 0.003
year
1 ton
mtarget
0.1
ERDP
pb
In the first line nRDP is the density/flux of the RDP component today13


1 TeV
−2 −1
nRDP ≈ 18 m s ∆Neff
,
ERDP

(4.4)

mtarget is the mass of the individual scatterer in the detector and Mtarget is the total mass of
all the scatterers in the detector. This can be compared to the maximal allowed cross section
for an RDP particle to reach the underground detector. The relevant cross section (where the
RDP scatters at most once on its way to the detector) is given by,


1
1000 ton/m2  moverburden 
7
σmax =
= 1.8 × 10 pb
.
(4.5)
scatterers per area
overburden
1 GeV
where moverburden is the typical mass of the individual scatterer in the overburden on the way
to the detector. Below this cross section, the location of the experiment can be reached by the
RDPs.
Moreover we need to check whether the early universe is transparent to such an RDP
produced at the reheating. To do this we can consider the scattering probability with the
thermal bath,
Z
ttoday

dt n(t)σ(E(t)).
tstart
13

We recall that for relativistic particle flux and density only differ by a factor of c = 1.
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(4.6)

and ask if it is small enough. Here n(t) is the number density of suitable the scatterers in
the Universe. This then gives us a maximal cross section that can be seen in current/future
DM/neutrino experiments. We can now perform the integration,
Z

ttoday

Pscatter [tstart ] =

n

dtntoday σtoday (1 + z)3− 2 .

(4.7)

tstart

This can be conveniently evaluated by using Eq. (3.6).
For the Universe to be transparent from t = tstart to ttoday we require in general,
Pscatter [tstart ] . 1. However, if ∆Neff ∼ O(0.1 − 1), rare scatterings may transfer energy to the
scatterers. This is constrained from BBN and the CMB [83, 84] as discussed around Eq. (3.16).
As a rough estimate this yields the limit dPscatter [t]/dt × 1/H . O(10−6 − 10−5 )/∆Neff at
T ∼ keV. In the following examples, this naı̈ve constraint can be satisfied with ∆Neff = O(0.1),
i.e. while alleviating the H0 -tension.
RDP coupled to baryons Let us now get a numerical estimate. For n = 0, i.e. an energy
independent cross section and using scattering on baryons only, ntoday = 9.2 × 10−11s0 with

σ

s0 ≈ (0.28 meV)3 [77] being the entropy density today, we find, Pscatter ≈ 6.8 × 10−10 today
pb
at matter-radiation equality, which allows us ample room to have detectable cross sections
according to Eq. (4.3). A stronger constraint arises from earlier times,
!



−1/2
σ
T
g
g
today
s?
?
Pscatter ≈ 2.4 × 10−3
(if n = 0),
(4.8)
pb
1 MeV
3.2
where T is the temperature of the thermal bath at t = tstart .
Therefore with TR = O(10−3 − 10−1 ) GeV one can expect that the Universe is transparent
to the RDP. With n > 0, Pscatter is smaller than this, e.g. with n = 1 Pscatter ≈ 6.1 ×
1/2  √g? 1/2
T
10−8 1 MeV
. As a result, we can conclude that the RDP can travel to Earth if
3.3
n ≥ 0, which may be the case if the effective model describing the RDP interaction with the
other particles is renormalizable (dimension≤ 4).14
Γdetector can be enhanced with small ERDP for a given ∆Neff . For instance in DM direct detection experiments with Mtarget = O(1) ton, O(1) MeV . ERDP . O(1) GeV, and
σtoday ∼pb,15 the event rate can be obtained as O(1 − 10) . Γdetector . O(103 − 104 ) per year.
The recoil energy of a nucleon is O(1) keV × (ERDP /1 MeV)2 which is in principle testable in
direct detection experiments [102–106]. Thus, the DM direct detection for the nucleon recoils
may probe reheating with 1010 . mφ /TR . 1013 .
When ERDP  1 GeV, on the other hand, the flux of the RDP is suppressed. However,
it may be tested in large volume detectors such as IceCube. Deep inelastic scattering similar
to neutral current interactions induces shower- or cascade-like events. This would therefore be
14

In many situations this will require inclusion of an extra mediator particle that is relatively light, possibly
leading to further constraints on the model. See Appendix B for the case of a coupling with leptons.
15
The dark particle may be produced accompanied by a mono-photon or mono-jet in hadron colliders. As a
very naive first estimate we take the production cross section to roughly be σmonophoton/jet ∼ 1/(16π 2 ) × σtoday
with a similar collision energy of ERDP . σmonophoton/jet should be below O(1) fb from collider experiments. This
may set σtoday . 1 pb. However, the constraint is UV model-dependent. If the cross section increases with
center-of-mass energy, the constraint on σtoday from LHC is more severe [99–101].
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similar to one of the main channels for searching neutrinos. The events for neutral current
interactions are more localized and spherical than those for a charged-current interaction of νµ ,
since the produced secondary particles soon decay or scatter in the medium (see Ref. [107]).
Therefore our scenario predicts spectra with a peak, around which larger ratio of the events
of cascade-like to track-like than a neutrino produces will be seen. The peak energy again
corresponds to the ratio of the inflaton mass to the reheating temperature. Since IceCube may
test ERDP & 100 GeV, reheating with mφ /TR & 1014 may be probed.
RDP coupled to leptons If the RDP dominantly interacts with the other particles, such
as electrons, Pscatter < 1 becomes more difficult to be satisfied with TR & me , since the number
density of scatterers is not suppressed by the baryon asymmetry. The integral (4.6) is dominated
by the period before the electron-positron annihilation (in terms of temperature),
 −n/6−1/3 03
Z T
dT 0 ds
s
T
Pscatter ∼
σtoday
.
(4.9)
0
s0 H dT
s0
π2
me
Here, we take into account n(t) ∼ T 3 /π 2 (T  me ), ∼ 10−10 T 3 /π 2 (T  me ), and s(T 0 ) (s0 )
is the entropy density at T = T 0 (today). In this case we need n ≥ 2 to have the RDP travel
freely with T > 1 MeV where Pscatter ∼ (10−4 − 10−3 )(σtoday /1 pb) independent of T 0 . One
RDP n(t) ∝ a−2 which decreases as fast as the Hubble
can understand the independence from σscat
parameter. So the integral depends on T logarithmically. This means that the Universe can
be transparent for the RDP without any restriction on the reheating temperature if n ≥ 2, i.e.
the RDP can be the messenger without a reheating temperature restriction. This is similar
to the case of a sterile neutrino with small enough θ (see the discussion around Eq. (2.16)).
The BBN and CMB constraints should be easily satisfied since they become relevant after the
electron–positron annihilation, after which the scattering probability is highly suppressed.
This messenger can be tested from observing electron recoils due to the RDP scattering in
DM direct detection experiments [108–110]. Since the experiments are sensitive to the electron
recoil energy around/above 0.1 keV,



events
∆Neff
10 keV  σtoday 
Γdetector ≈ 1.2
.
(4.10)
year · ton
0.4
ERDP
ab
Here we assume that each target with mtarget ≈ 1 GeV has one electron. Detection requires
less energetic RDPs, hence the RDP density can be higher. Therefore, the event rate can be
enhanced compared to the nucleon case. The keV range implies that mφ /TR & 106 can be
probed. Interestingly, φ with mφ ∼ 10 TeV − 100 PeV, and decay rates to the SM as well as
RDP with Γφ ∼

m3φ
2
4πMpl

can be tested. This decay rate implies that φ may couple to the RDPs

with Planck suppressed terms, like a modulous does.
Let us note two things for this scenario. First, to have keV electron recoils, RDP models are
severely constrained from astrophysics and cosmology (Appendix B). Second, at the considered
RDP is non-trivial
center-of-mass energy the electron is non-relativistic, and thus, the scaling of σscat
in most realistic models. (This is also the case for nucleon-RDP scattering with ERDP . 1 GeV.)
In Appendix B we sketch some models which feature suitable RDP-electron couplings. The event
spectra by taking account of the detector efficiency and resolution will be shown in the near
future.16
16

Since the event rate is large enough, and we can evade the cosmological and astronomical constraints as
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RDP coupled to neutrinos/photons/DM/RDP Another option is to couple the RDP
to the different types of particles making up the cosmic radiation and matter in the Universe
today. In this case the RDP could excite the cosmic backgrounds which may provide a detectable
signature. For instance one may consider RDP + DM → γγ or RDPγ → RDPγ reactions with
n ≤ 2. While the Universe may be transparent to the RDP the rare injection of energy affects
the CMB spectra due to either process. While this was discussed as a constraint for our scenario,
the CMB injection may also provide for a probe of the messenger spectra. We may also have
the RDP induced cosmic-ray photons, e.g. X-rays, which could also be an interesting signature
of the scenario, e.g., in DM indirect detection experiments. Discussing this in detail as well as
setting more precise BBN and CMB constraints for the messenger scatterings is left to future
work.
Cold DM abundance One can even speculate that such a stabilized dark particle can also
play the role of cold dark matter, given a suitable production mechanism.
One possibility is that it is produced from the thermal scattering during reheating. For
instance, when the RDP couples to the baryon, one may expect that the dark particle is thermalized during the oscillation of the inflaton with T & 1 GeV, when reheating is not complete.
In that period there are sufficient amounts of baryons and anti-baryons before the annihilations. Thus one expects the number density of the dark particle in the plasma is nDP ∼ T 3 /π 2 .
The thermal relic of the number density to entropy density is diluted due to reheating as

5
ncold
TR
−9
(c.f. [114,115]) DP
∼
3×10
where we have used that the plasma temperature durs
50 MeV
ing reheating satisfying g? π 2 T 4 /30 ∼ ρφ Γφ /H ∝ a−3/2 . This mechanism provides the observed
5

, obtained from (s0 /ρcrit ) × (mRDP ncold
(cold) DM with mRDP ∼ 60 MeV 50TMeV
DP /s) T =T ≈
R
R

0.12/h2 [77], where ρcrit ≈ (0.03 eV)4 h2 . Of course, we can have other production mechanisms
of the dark particle such as, e.g., the misalignment mechanism [116–120] when it is a scalar
field.

5

Conclusions and Discussion

In this paper, we have studied the possibility that weakly coupled particles from inflaton decays
can communicate information on the inflaton mass in relation to the reheating temperature to
us, thereby acting as messengers from the reheating period. We have shown that the neutrinos
can do this job if the right-handed neutrino, satisfying the “see-saw relation”, has a mass around
O( MeV− GeV), and identified the typical spectra. In particular, we find that such a primordial
neutrino can even explain the PeV events in IceCube. While such an interpretation is speculative
it shows that such particles are within reach of current experiments. The hierarchy between
mφ and TR can be “naturally” predicted in a wide class of inflation models (see Appendix A).
We have also pointed out that a relativistic dark particle (RDP) from reheating, in particular
a suitable right-handed neutrino, can also explain the PeV events in IceCube while alleviating
the H0 -tension. We can further test our scenario if more precise data on the neutrino flux,
especially in the PeV region, is obtained in future observations. The information carried by
discussed in Appendix. B, we may use RDPs, from modulus/inflaton decays, to explain the Xenon1T excess,
similar to the boosted DM scenarios [111–113]. This may be interesting because a standard modulus decay gives
a suitable keV energy scale to the RDP. The prediction of our scenario, again, is the almost isotropic RDP flux.
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more generic RDPs may also be searched for in experiments aiming at the direct or indirect
detection of DM, as well as in future CMB observations.
All this nicely complements the findings of [17–21] that axion-like particles from moduli
decays are potentially observable in helioscopes such as IAXO. It shows that also other classes
of particles can have suitable properties and that allow us to obtain information about the
reheating phase in experiments and observations by detecting these messengers from the early
Universe.
A prediction for the messenger spectrum in general models of inflation is the almost isotropic
angular dependence but with tiny anisotropies corresponding to the quantum fluctuations of
the inflaton. Strong evidence of the reheating origin of messengers would be the correlation of
the anisotropies with the ones in the CMB. But measuring this could be very challenging.
To end let us now consider two parameter regions that we have not discussed in detail in the
main text. So far, we focused on the inflaton mass much heavier than the reheating temperature.
Alternatively, the inflaton mass may be only slightly higher than the reheating temperature in
certain inflaton models. The resulting neutrino or RDP spectra from reheating then have
slightly higher energy than the neutrino temperature in the current Universe. In particular,
the ordinary spectrum of the neutrino in the energy range, Eν ∼ 0.1 eV−1 keV corresponding
to 102 . mφ /TR . 107 from Eq. (2.20), has a suppressed flux, and thus the background would
be relatively low. As discussed around (2.16), the Universe can be transparent to N for a wide
range of TR depending on θ. With mφ < 1019 GeV, this region can probe a large range of
TR . An interesting possibility (other than the CMB test, see, e.g., Fig. 5) is the PTOLEMY
project [121], in which the neutrinos from the reheating may be searched for. The capture rate
of the tritium can be estimated as [122–124]17



events
1 eV
MT
Γdetector ∼ 0.008
∆Neff
(5.1)
year
Eν
100g
P3
2
where MT is the mass of tritium,

≡
P 2 i=1 ci |(UPMNS )e,i | , with ci being the fraction of neutrinos
in the mass basis, satisfying
|ci | = 1, and UPMNS is the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata
matrix. Although Eν  1 eV may lead to events far from the end point of the tritium beta decay
and therefore the background should be very suppressed, the test of reheating at PTOLEMY
is, however, very challenging. Due to the constraint of ∆Neff . O(0.1), we would need more
than O(100) kg of tritium.
With MN and θ large enough, the decays of N happen so early that the produced neutrinos
scatter with the cosmic neutrino background. From the scattering neutrinos are produced at
a fraction of O(0.1 − 1) and so a cascade happens. In this case, cascade spectra may remain
until today (this has been investigated in Ref. [30] where one can also find the typical shape
of the spectra). The shape of the cascade spectra itself may not provide a probe of reheating,
since information will be lost in the multiple scatterings. One can nevertheless try to gain at
least some information from them. First, the spectrum depends on the time/temperature at
which the neutrinos decay (cf. (2.25)). Moreover, the higher the initial energy of the N the
more energy is lost from the neutrinos into other SM particles. Therefore the remaining flux is
smaller, the higher the initial energy. In this way we can get information on a combination of
mφ /TR and the fraction of the total energy density of the Universe originally carried by the N .
17
We have assumed that the capture cross section does not depend much on Eν when it is much smaller
than the Q-value of the reaction Q ≈ 18.6 keV. The dependence on Eν comes from the number density of the
primordial neutrino.
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A

Inflation with a heavy inflaton and a low reheating temperature

In presenting our main point, especially in discussing the testability of the primordial neutrino
in the IceCube experiment, we took the inflaton mass to be around Mpl with TR . 100 GeV.
Let us explain which models for inflation are compatible with our purposes. However, as a
general concept much wider classes of inflation models are applicable.
The original chaotic inflation model with a quadratic potential predicts an inflaton mass
mφ ∼ 1014 GeV [125]. Although the original model is in tension with the limit on the tensor to
scalar ratio [6], one can slightly modify the model to get a better fit to the CMB data. Depending
on the modification one can have an inflaton mass even heavier say mφ ∼ Mpl ≈ 2.4 × 1018 GeV.
For instance one can consider models with a running kinetic term [126],
L = f (φ)(∂φ)2 −

m2φ
2

φ2 .

(A.1)

Here, we have imposed a Z2 symmetry on the inflaton field φ and f (φ) is a general function of
φ satisfying f (0) = 1. If f (φ) ∼ φ2n−2 n2 /M∗2n−2 for φ ∼ Mpl where inflation takes place. We
obtain,
2
2− n

2

L → (∂ φ̃) −

m2φ M∗
2

φ̃2/n

(A.2)

by performing a field redefinition, φ̃ = φn /M∗n−1 . One can then derive the condition, (c.f.
Ref. [127])
2−2/n

(m2φ M∗

1

) (4−2/n) ∼ 1015−16 GeV,

(A.3)

from the CMB normalization of the curvature perturbation. The spectral index, ns , and the
tensor to scalar ratio r satisfy ns = 1 − (1 + 1/n)/(Ne ) and r = 8/(Ne n) respectively, where
Ne = 50 − 60 is the number of e-folds. Thus, for n > 1, a better fit to the CMB data is obtained
especially with a smaller r than the quadratic term limit, n = 1. From (A.3) one gets the
inflaton mass
mφ ∼ 1013−18 GeV for M∗ ∼ (10−3 − 103 )mφ .
(A.4)
Notice that in this model the Z2 symmetry stabilizes the inflaton field. Since the inflaton should
decay to reheat the Universe, the Z2 should not be an exact symmetry.
An alternative possibility would be hilltop inflation [4,5] at φ ∼ 0. In this case the potential
of the inflaton may be stabilized by two or more Planck-suppressed terms such as
V ∼ Vhilltop −

c6 φ6 c8 φ8
2 + M4 + · · ·
Mpl
pl
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(A.5)

at φ ∼ Mpl . For instance, the potential for inflation can be given as Vhilltop ∼ V0 − λφ φ4 .
Although the inflation dynamics does not change due to the higher dimensional terms, if c6 > 0
one cannot stabilize the inflaton field by using the dimension four and dimension six terms,
both of which are usually negative and therefore decrease the potential energy by increasing
φ (see e.g. Refs. [128–130] for the case with c6 < 0, where the stabilization is possible using
dimension six terms). When the potential is stabilized between the higher dimensional terms,
the mass
2/3
mφ ∼ 6.4c6 c−1
(A.6)
8 Mpl
is of the order of the Planck scale. This mass should be taken as an order of magnitude estimate,
since other higher dimensional terms suppressed by Mpl also contribute at a similar order.
Naturalness Any inflaton needs to decay to SM particles to reheat the Universe. The couplings, if too large, may induce radiative corrections to the inflaton and the SM Higgs potential.
Since the inflaton is heavy, the Higgs potential, especially the Higgs boson mass, would suffer
from a fine-tuning requirement in order to obtain the measured one. To avoid the tuning to
the Higgs boson mass, the inflaton couplings to the SM particles should be suppressed or the
correction should be cancelled by a symmetry such as supersymmetry. Let us discuss the former
case here. In this case the reheating temperature will be much lower than the inflaton mass.
In the Lagrangian (2.1), we can restrict λ, y, A, and λp from the absence of tuning to the
Higgs boson mass. In particular we want to avoid large contributions both at tree and quantum
level arising from the couplings of SM particles to the inflaton and to N . From the Lagrangian,
(2.1), with δφ = φ − hφi, we find a bare Higgs boson mass term δm2h = −A hφi |h|2 . If this were
large, we have to say that we finely tune the position of the inflaton VEV to have the observed
Higgs boson mass, mh ≈ 125 GeV. To avoid the tree-level tuning, we need to either identify
δφ ≈ 0 as an enhanced point of symmetry [in the case of the model of Eq. (A.1)], or highly
suppress A satisfying |A| . m2h /| hφi | [in the case of the model of Eq. (A.5)].
Let us first consider the model given in Eq. (A.1) where φ is stabilized at an enhanced point
of symmetry, hφi ∼ 0. Then the breaking of Z2 to have reheating may be characterized by
an order parameter  ∼ A/Mpl and thus the minimum of φ potential may be slightly shifted
hφi ∼  × Mpl ∼ O(A). To avoid the tree-level tuning, we require
m2h & δm2h ∼ A2

(A.7)

leading to A . O(100 GeV). Also λ breaks the Z2 symmetry and may be characterized by
λ ∼ O(). This order of magnitude estimate can be justified if A is a spurion Z2 odd field. Then
2 Aφ which leads to hφi = O(A)
the potential of φ can have a Z2 symmetric tad-pole term ∼ Mpl
with mφ ∼ Mpl . The coupling to N can be from a Z2 symmetric higher dimensional term,
∼ AφN̄ c N/Mpl .
Next let us find the conditions arising from the requirement that the radiative corrections
to the Higgs boson mass from integrating out φ or N are smaller than mh .18 This leads to
m2h & δm2h = max [

λp
|A|2 |yMN |2 |yλ|2
m2φ ,
,
,
m2 ].
2
16π
16π 2 16π 2 (16π 2 )2 φ

18

(A.8)

For the tuning argument we have not taken into account gravity loops. Devising a natural model including
gravity loops or solving the hierarchy problem is way beyond the scope of our paper.
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To sum up, the SM particles should be very weakly coupled to the inflaton, and therefore we
get TR  mφ . This can be combined with the see-saw formula mν = (yv)2 /MN . Using an
active neutrino mass mν & O(0.01) eV, we obtain a mass bound MN . 107 GeV.
On the other hand, for the case of the inflation model given by Eq. (A.5), there may not be an
enhanced symmetry at hφi ∼ Mpl . To avoid a tuning, we should take |A| . m2h /| hφi | ∼ m2h /Mpl ,
which implies a highly suppressed φ → hh decay rate. To have successful reheating, one may
introduce another right-handed neutrino, Ñ , as the dominant decay product of φ through φ →
Ñ Ñ with a decay rate Γφ→Ñ Ñ . The SM particles are produced via the decay of Ñ . Since either
the upper limit of the right-handed neutrino mass or the inflaton coupling to Ñ is similarly given
from the inequality of (A.8), the reheating temperature is bounded from above. In particular if
we consider the case that the Ñ produced from the inflaton decays rapidly, TR . O(100 GeV)
for mφ ∼ Mpl , due to a boost factor. Here we have N and Ñ such that they are both mass
eigenstates. In general we can also have decays φ → Ñ N whose decay rate is Γφ→N Ñ if the
inflaton couplings are not aligned in the mass eigenbasis. This is equivalent to taking account
of N − Ñ oscillations. The amount of produced N is determined from both Γφ→N Ñ /2 and
Γφ→N N . If decays Ñ promptly, all of discussions in the main part remain unchanged by taking
the replacement of Γφ→hh with Γφ→Ñ Ñ and Γφ→N N with Γφ→N Ñ /2 + Γφ→N N .

B

Constraints on RDPs and models of keV electron recoils
caused by RDPs

Here, we discuss cosmological and astrophysical constraints on an RDP-electron coupling with
ERDP ∼ keV. We also briefly discuss consistent models for the constraints, and a UV model
with a concrete electron-RDP cross section. The cross section has an energy dependence such
that the Universe is transparent to the RDP independent of the reheating temperature. For
clarity we denote the dark particle produced from other processes than inflaton decays as DP.
Constraints at keV and DP mass Let us consider processes with an energy scale around
keVs, where the relevant cross sections can be expected to be around σtoday . The cores of red
giant, white dwarf and horizontal branch stars have temperatures around O(1 − 10)keV. New
weakly coupled particles could induce an extra cooling in these objects by emitting weakly
coupled DPs. A relevant process for this would be a Compton scattering- or Bremsstrahlunglike effect, eγ → e + 2DP [131, 132]. We can obtain a simplistic estimate by comparing to the
limits obtained for an ALP/axion via eγ → ea. In this situation there is a bound on the axion
electron coupling [133–135] gaee < O(10−13 ). Let us write an effective coupling,
eff
gaee
∼

√

σtoday me

(B.1)

for the vertex of e → e+2DP, i.e. we assume a factorization of the amplitude [131], which
eff <
should hold since the photon momentum is soft compared with the electron mass. From gaee
O(10−13 ), we then obtain
σtoday . O(10−4 )ab if mDP . 10 keV.

(B.2)

For larger mDP this bound is not applicable because efficient production requires the mass to be
smaller than the typical temperature of the cores. In principle, there are also other constraints,
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e.g. from loop-induced photon couplings generating an emission from horizontal branch, redgiant, white dwarf stars or the sun [131, 136]. However, these would require a more careful
analysis and concrete model realizations.
One simple possibility to be consistent with this constraint is to set the mass of the DP
above the typical temperatures, mDP & O(10) keV. Therefore we focus on19
ERDP & mDP & O(10) keV.

(B.3)

The resulting recoil energy of electron should be & O(0.1) keV.
Constraints at MeV energies and a consistent model of a messenger In the early
Universe, electrons and positrons can annihilate to the DP pairs. Let us denote the annihilation
cross section at T ∼ me as σMeV . Slightly above this temperature the annihilation rate is
ΓMeV ∼ σMeV T 3 /π 2 . This should be smaller than the Hubble expansion rate to have consistent
BBN [137, 138]. This requires
σMeV . σBBN = O(1 − 10)ab.

(B.4)

As we can see at MeV energies the bound is much stricter than the one obtained for the
cross section today. To obtain a suitable scaling of the cross section with the energy, we may
introduce a light mediator, φ̃, whose mass satisfies
O(10) keV . mφ̃ . me ,

(B.5)

where we take the mediator mass to be large enough to alleviate the stellar cooling constraints.
A suitable interaction is
LUV = −Ỹ φ̃ēe − Ãφ̃Φ2DP .
(B.6)
Here, ΦDP is the DP which is a real scalar. Ỹ is a Yukawa coupling, and Ã is a dimension one
coupling. With this the cross section of DP–electron scattering can be obtained as
RDP
σscat
∝

∝

Ỹ 2 Ã2
if mφ̃ . ERDP . me
4
4πERDP

(B.7)

Ỹ 2 Ã2
4
4πEcm

(B.8)

if me . ERDP .

−4
The cross section scales as ERDP
with ERDP < me because of the t-channel momentum exchange
−2
of O(ERDP ). At higher center-of-mass energy Ecm ∼ me ERDP , it scales as ERDP
. This means
n = 4 in Eq. (4.2). From (4.9), we find that the Universe can then easily be sufficiently
transparent to it.
Setting, for simplicity, mφ̃ ∼ mDP , we get (by assuming the scattering and annihilation
e
cross sections are of the same order at a MeV center-of-mass energy) σtoday ∼ σMeV ( Em
)4 .
RDP

2
keV
O(10 − 100)nb 10
.
ERDP
19
If one can precisely measure the momentum of a DP, from a non-relativistic DP one could, in principle, also
probe the reheating.
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In this concrete model a more severe bound arises from BBN, in particular from the process
e + ē → φ̃ + γ. This has a cross section of the order of
σeē→φ̃γ |T ∼me ∼

Ỹ 2 e2
∼ σtoday e2 (ERDP /Ã)2 (ERDP /me )2 .
m2e

(B.9)

Noting that Ã . mφ ∼ mφ̃ . ERDP is needed to have a stable vacuum for φ̃ − ΦDP system and
requiring σeē→φ̃γ |T ∼me . σBBN we find


10 keV 2
[BBN bound].
(B.10)
σtoday . O(0.1 − 1)pb ×
EERP
The inequality saturates when ERDP ∼ mφ ∼ mφ̃ ∼ Ã and
Ỹ ∼ 10−10 .

(B.11)

In the following we consider a small Ỹ but not too small Ã/mφ̃ . In this case, the constraints
from ground-based experiments, such as beam dump experiments (cf., e.g. [62]), can be satisfied.
Even if φ̃ is produced in an experiment, it dominantly decays to DPs without being detected.
We may also worry that such a system is constrained from supernovae [131, 139, 140]. For
higher energy scales, the relevant cross section to ee+ → 2ΦDP or eΦDP → eΦDP is highly
4 in the center-of-mass frame. This alleviates the constraints for the relevant
suppressed by 1/Ecm
energy-loss process in supernovae. However, we again note that, eφ̃ → eγ, eē → φ̃γ processes,
the cross section of which is σeē→φ̃γ ∼ e2 (ERDP /Ã)2 (ERDP /Ecm )2 σtoday , may also contribute to
the energy-loss. Although this process is usually not considered for axions, it may be important
for this model. The so-called Raffelt criterion sets the upper bound on the cross-section to emit
a weakly coupled particle as [131, 139]
 3
Tc
σeē→φ̃γ |T ∼Tc . 1019 erg · g−1 · s−1
(B.12)
π2
where the SN1987 core temperature is considered as T ≡ Tc ∼ 35 MeV. This leads to a severe
bound
cooling
≡ 1yb.
(B.13)
σeē→φ̃γ |T ∼Tc . σSN
However, taking the scaling into account, at low energy scales, it is not quite so severe,


10 keV 2
σtoday . 0.1fb
[SN1987]
(B.14)
ERDP
This still allows O(100) events per year from (4.10), although we hasten to point out that our
estimates are very rough.20
To summarize, we found in a model with two additional scalars, the dark particle ΦDP
and the mediator φ̃ heavier than 10 keV, the electron-RDP scattering cross section today is
dominantly constrained from BBN, (B.10), and supernovae physics, Eq. (B.14). Therefore for
a few tons of target material, we can have much more than 1 event per year. We note that
our conclusion differs from that of Ref. [138], because of the different energy dependence of the
cross-sections. The light mediator, φ̃ in our model, makes various cross sections smaller, and
thus constraints weaker at higher energy scales. That said, we emphasize that we only provide
very simplistic estimates and a more detailed analysis could constrain the model more strongly.
20

We could also couple φ̃ to nucleons (and ΦDP ) so strongly that ΦDP and φ̃ are trapped in the core of the
supernova or a neutron star. In this case the constraint from energy loss in supernovae may be evaded.
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